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 Easterling

 Methods for demolishing, imploding, or otherwise subtracting building
 material are not among the essential skills imparted to architects in
 training. Believing building to be the primary constructive activity, the
 discipline has not institutionalized special studies of subtraction. In fact,
 for architects building envelope is almost always the solution to any
 problem. The demolition plan, one of the first pages in a set of
 constuction documents, provides instructions for the removal of
 building material, but only building material that presents an obstacle
 to more building material, the material of a new, superior design.
 Architectural authorship is measured by object building rather than by
 the admirable removal of material, and the general consensus within the
 discipline is that architectural efforts should be visible in photographs.
 The positive rather than negative com-
 ponents of space making are not only
 currency in the architect's career; they con-
 stitute an economic indicator, a mass of

 material weighed and measured in the
 market as well as the world of banking and
 finance. The expenditure of money is coun-
 terbalanced by the substance of this mass,
 and the bankability of the mass increases
 with duration. The arduous task of piling one
 thing on another in hopes of engaging gravity

 with stability becomes a more satisfying
 exertion when the object is considered
 durable or even permanent.

 When accepted as a tool, subtraction can
 be part of that architectural ethos that pro-
 motes essentialist values, an economy of
 means, or the removal of some excess that

 does not provide utility or beauty. Or the
 architect can play the role of sensitive (or
 brutish) artist who uses subtraction soulfully
 to "carve" positive shapes within space or
 excise material to initiate the performance of

 light. Although immaterial, light, as an
 ordained tool of the discipline, is often under-

 stood to be the drapery or enhancing
 accompaniment to a positive figure. Still, the
 use of darkness or lack of light as a means of

 erasing spatial boundaries, figures, or orien-
 tation is more rare. Again, custom requires
 that the results of even subtractive tech-

 niques be visible in photographs.
 From Haussmann to Le Corbusier to all

 those self-styled around a succession of
 similar heroes, tabula rasa is the mode

 of subtraction most compatible with archi-
 tectural desire. Like the demolition plan,
 tabula rasa is a clearing of architecture so
 that better or corrected architecture can be

 piled without obstruction. At mid-century,
 hundreds of architects removed their spe-
 cial-order Corbusian glasses (for an extra
 degree of insincerity) and gestured to a pres-
 entation drawing where the words "tabula
 rasa" were written in cursive under a cartoon

 soleil. This clearing and subtracting of fabric,

 usually deemed a necessary surgery on the
 ugly and diseased, was only meaningful if the
 void was immediately refilled with a refined
 or updated architecture, with monuments to
 modernity. The architects who then inherited

 this rearranged landscape of highways, tall
 buildings, and parking lots declared the left-
 over voids diseased sites of ugliness and
 vacancy and offered their own, corrected
 architecture to fill them with yet more build-

 ings. Believing themselves to be gentle
 where their predecessors had been ruthless,
 these architects spoke, with characteristic
 horror vacui, of stitching up the wounds
 of the city with a spatial syntax of buildings
 from another moment in history. The tabula
 rasa is almost always accompanied with this
 delusion of superiority, a kind of seizure or
 conquest rather than a strategic removal.
 Koolhaas's 1991 project for La Defense in
 Paris inverted the customary methods for
 producing tabula rasa by subtracting not the
 oldest, densest, or most dilapidated but the
 most recent fabric of the city, in sequence by

 decade. This iterative technique used sub-
 traction as a space-making tool, yet it also
 inherently maintained a dialogue with ances-
 tral heroes about tabula rasa as a means of

 conquest, a means to seize the floor with the

 next in a succession of spatial aesthetics.1
 Accumulation or accretion generally sig-

 nals growth, and subtraction generally
 signals loss. Yet in most active organizations
 (e.g., biological, financial) gains and losses,
 additions and subtractions are considered

 part of the normal constitution of any net-
 work or system exchange. Similarly, in urban

 organizations every building construction is a

 1 Rem Koolhaas, "Urban Operations," Documents 3 (1993), 25-57.

 J- J.L. Hudson Department Store, Detroit, Michigan, 24 October 1998
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 Las Vegas, Nevada, 27 April 1998

 subtraction or a replacement, an alteration of

 an existing field of space. Geology and psy-
 chiatry, disciplines that previously organized
 information according to physical artifacts
 and visual records, gradually developed a
 vocabulary for both visible and invisible
 processes that might be described with
 infinitive expressions rather than artifacts.
 Relative to these, architecture's fascination
 with object and morphology over activity
 might be viewed as somewhat more primi-
 tive. Not only is the absence of material
 difficult to perceive, but the processes and
 tools of subtraction, its instruments as well

 as its instrumentality, are not part of an archi-

 tectural repertoire.

 Yet the subtraction of building has
 arguably been at least as important as the
 making of building in the last half century.
 Although it is the favorite weapon in the aes-

 thetic generational wars between architects,
 the aggressions of the tabula rasa are but
 one means of subtraction. Buildings and
 urban formations themselves are often

 instruments of subtraction, broadcasting
 fields of blight or altered real-estate values
 that begin a process of attrition. The same
 buildings are not only economic indicators
 but volumetric reflections of volatile markets,

 part of a rapidly changing economy of elastic

 or disposable spatial formats. These ecolo-
 gies have arguably accelerated an animation
 of building making and unmaking within
 which an ephemeral desire or slippery
 corporate fortune has the power to level
 buildings. Shifting political climates may
 also delete ownership, value, or physical
 property. Although any of these means of
 subtraction may hide within the folds

 of legalities, they may be no less violent than
 the deliberate aggressions of warfare or the
 catastrophes of natural disasters.

 Whatever mobile territories are really at
 stake in the wars between the world's

 empires, buildings and cities are still spec-
 tacular targets, and building deletions,
 whether as warfare, urban corrective, or

 staged explosion, have become cultural
 spectacles that are all executed with similar
 engineering techniques. Constructing tall
 buildings, dams, highways, and other large
 public-works projects involving dynamite
 and large-scale movements of material has
 traditionally provided building spectacles in
 culture, yet currently it is the deletion of
 housing towers, bridges, sports arenas, and
 convention centers that provides cultural
 theater. And in the post-Cold War era, not
 invisible espionage but the explosion of phys-

 ical targets provides more satisfying effects
 for a media-savvy style of warfare, one that

 merges with its Hollywood counterpart.
 If subtraction is part of a system of ex-

 change, a function of an active organization
 of construction and destruction, it is also

 a positive tool of space making. In the spec-
 tacular landscape of aggressive deletions
 and tabula rasa, as well as the working
 landscapes or Landschafts of deletion that
 cultivate the systemic removal of material,
 subtraction may be a kind of harvest. How-
 ever productive, insidious, or even violent
 these deletions may be, the space of the
 subtraction itself is always a potent new
 mixture of ingredients previously sepa-
 rated-a new translation of contradictory
 information. The space of subtraction is
 always terra incognita, an unknown site

 capable of rewiring an existing ecology or
 introducing a new instrument in culture.

 Many of the twentieth century's building
 projects generated not only an initial clearing
 or erasure but several additional waves of

 subtraction in their life span. For instance,

 housing towers and highways both require
 an initial subtraction or reformatting of land,

 removing its existing attributes and cali-
 brations and making a kind of vacancy or
 new territory in the tradition of the tabula
 rasa. Since new approaches to housing or
 transportation are often treated as succes-
 sive advances in a progressive technology,
 both forms are part of an economy of obso-

 lescence and replacement. The legal desig-
 nation of land zoned for a specific program

 of housing or highways constitutes the
 reduction of multiple owners to a single
 owner and the reduction of the multiple pro-

 grams of an urban field to a single program.
 Once built, these organizations, perhaps
 because of their resistance to an existing
 urban condition, frequently produce a sub-
 tractive field of negative real-estate values.

 Urban planning as housing and highway
 machine was practiced in postwar planning
 programs all over the world, but America's
 episodes are representative. "Tower in the
 Park" high-rise housing initially sponsored
 the subtraction of existing tenement hous-
 ing, and the 90 percent site coverage found
 in tenement fabric was typically reduced to
 just over 10 percent in, for instance, the
 Bunshaft model for public housing in New
 York City. Bunshaft's Sedgwick Houses
 (1950) demonstrated that added floors did
 not significantly increase construction costs,
 but decreased costs associated with greater

 2. New York Times, 7 July 2002, 10.

 3. Richard Plunz, A History of Housing in New York City: Dwelling Type
 and Social Change in the American Metropolis (New York: Columbia
 University Press, 1990), 265-72. Plunz traces a history of high-rise
 housing in New York City. Some have speculated that the very few
 points of entry signaled safety not for the inhabitants but for those living

 outside these neighborhoods, who, given an arrangement with fewer
 points of entry and connection, could more easily imagine containing a
 population more subject to poverty.

 er-specta 34

 "After campaigning on a promise to raze 5,000
 houses by September, Mr. Kilpatrick [mayor of
 Detroit] has so far seen only about 1,000 come
 down. He blames lack of money and a diffuse
 bureaucracy."2

 rd-
 _ I:

 _' .

 II -- I . 1

 - Aladdin Hotel,
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 - "Erasing Detroit," Dan Hoffman

 site coverage. Liberal political rhetoric laun-
 dered the arrangement as a new model of
 efficiency. Although it may have been
 regarded as efficient to avoid entry duplica-
 tions in these high-rises, the reduction of
 redundancy in entry was the least efficient
 arrangement of communication between the
 tower's residents, and one that weakened
 their resilience.3 Any user, dealer, criminal, or
 maintenance problem affected the entire
 tower through the core, the unavoidable
 space of circulation. The towers were exactly
 the kinds of structures that an epidemiologist

 would describe as highly susceptible to con-
 tagions: without multiplication and redun-
 dancy of entry the environment was unable
 to form alternative networks of association

 and was vulnerable to failed maintenance

 and crime. The towers were in no position to
 resist an extremely addictive drug like crack,

 and their weakened chemistry radiated
 reduced real-estate value in the surrounding
 fabric, leaving more and more abandoned
 buildings, arson, and demolitions.

 Many of these towers were so crippled
 that they had to be demolished, inaugurating
 not only a third wave of subtractions related
 to housing but also a new wave of spectac-
 ular subtraction in culture. The first and

 most notorious of the high-rise housing
 implosions was Pruitt-lgoe in St. Louis in
 1972. Designed by Minoru Yamasaki and
 built in 1955, this wildly dysfunctional hous-
 ing sustained vacancies of 30-40 percent,
 and was imploded after only seventeen
 years.4 Images of this implosion were made
 famous in the slide shows of countless post-
 modern architects who used them as a

 polemical tabula rasa, or a means of clearing
 the preceding modernist agenda.

 Since the demolition of Pruitt-lgoe, hun-
 dreds of thousands of high-rise housing units
 have been razed. From Baltimore to Chicago
 to Newark to Detroit municipal govern-
 ments have voted to replace the high-rise
 warehouses with mixed-income housing,
 sometimes imploding the buildings before
 replacement units have even materialized.
 In 1996 Chicago projected the implosion of
 15 percent of its public-housing projects by
 2002.5 Most of the towers destroyed were
 less than forty years old, or close to the life

 expectancy of roofing material on a single-
 family house. Camilo Vergara's successive
 photography of subtractive housing fields in
 the South Bronx, Detroit, Newark, and
 Camden illustrates a relatively rapid time-
 lapse animation of subtraction. Vergara calls
 these subtracted sites "green ghettos"
 because the vacant lots gradually began to
 fill with vegetation.6

 Demolishing areas deemed blighted is a
 long-standing municipal practice used to
 revalue property or recalibrate parcels to be
 large enough for, for instance, the imagina-
 tions of convention center designers. Not
 unlike the mid-century clearings that made
 way for highways, the current subtractions of

 derelict or dangerous structures often laun-

 der space for a concoction of public works,
 construction contracts, and real-estate deals

 packaged in a new program conglomerate.
 In his 1991 project "Erasing Detroit" Dan
 Hoffman marked areas of recently razed
 housing in the city, as well as areas adjacent
 to urban highways, noting that "unbuilding
 has surpassed building as the city's major
 architectural activity."7 Philadelphia is cur-
 rently clearing fourteen thousand row houses

 and cleaning up vacant lots, preparing a new
 real-estate product for the development
 market.8 In large cities like Detroit and
 Philadelphia, subtraction constitutes the bulk

 of public building projects.9
 The limited-access highway, with its con-

 tinuous rights-of-way, produced a network
 of subtraction as well as a shifting field
 of real-estate values. Thirty-foot-wide rights-

 of-way occupy about forty acres per mile
 of roadway, forming a most unusual subtrac-
 tion.10 As a mathematical field whose dimen-
 sions are a function of traffic volumes at a

 particular speed, it is a true vacancy, an
 abyss into which people might furtively drop

 something as small as a tissue or abandon
 something as large as a car. Mid-century
 architects and politicians declared the
 spaces "ugly" and prepared guidelines to
 immediately fill them in with shrubs and blue-

 bonnets to relieve the persistent ailment of

 4. Peter Hall, Cities of Tomorrow (Cambridge, Mass.: Basil Blackwell,
 1988), 235.

 5. Chicago Sun-Times, 31 May 1996; http://www.implosionworld.com/;
 http://www.library. njit.edu/archlib/exhibits/highrise/;

 http://www.controlled-demolition.com/wrecking.html; Helene Liss,
 Demolition: The Art of Demolishing, Dismantling, Imploding, Toppling,
 and Razing (New York: Black Dog, 2000); Baltimore Sun, 7 Feb. 2001;
 New York Times, 24 Dec. 2000; Philadelphia Enquirer, 18 Oct. 1999;
 Baltimore Sun, 4 Jul. 1999; Chicago Sun-Times, 11 Apr. 1999 and 13
 Dec. 1998; Star Tribune, 22 Sep. 1997; Baltimore Sun, 28 Jul. 1996, 15
 Feb. 2001, and 9 Jul. 2000; Seattle Times, 29 May 1999; Chicago Sun-
 Times, 12 December 1998; St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 10 Feb. 1999;
 Baltimore Sun, 27 Oct. 1998; Star Tribune, 1 Dec. 1996; Chicago Sun-
 Times, 31 May 1996; Baltimore Sun, 28 Jul. 1996, and 24 May 1995;
 New York Times, 28 Nov. 1997.

 6. Camilo Jose Vergara, The New American Ghetto (New Brunswick,
 N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1997).

 7. Dan I loff-ilan, "Erasing Detroit," in Dan Hoffman, ed., Architecture
 Studio: Cranbrook Academy of Art, 1986-1993 (New York: Rizzoli,
 1994), 28.

 8. http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/entertainment/july-dec02hwl_10-
 2.html; and http://www.phila.govImayor/jfs/mayorsnti/news/releases/
 releases_9.html.

 9. Occasionally the gamble with subtraction renders miraculously
 altered property value. "Philadelphia has issued $160 million in bonds
 to demolish 10,000 structures in five years in hope of assembling
 larger, developable parcels. Baltimore is trying to obtain titles to 5,000
 properties, and plans to give or sell the lots to residents to use as yards
 or gardens. In West Palm Beach, Florida, 50 abandoned buildings
 were leveled and commercial and residential development called City
 Place constructed, raising property values to $85 per square foot from
 $7." New York Times, 7 July 2002, 10.

 10. Peter Wolf, Land in America: Its Value, Use, and Control (New

 York: Pantheon Books, 1981), 224-34. 83
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 "visual monotony."

 Beyond the 30 feet, shifting real-estate
 values formed an even more extensive field

 of influence. From the moment the routes

 were designated, urban highways generated
 declining real-estate values-a decline
 instrumental in reducing the purchase price.
 For exurban areas, land values increased

 200 to 500 percent within a half mile of the
 roadway and continue to increase within
 about a mile of the roadway. Although thinly

 spread, the webbed network of right-of-way
 vacancy is among the largest public land-
 holdings in the United States, contacting and
 affecting the value of the most diverse prop-
 erties and ecosystems in the country.12

 Though perhaps the result of corrupt polit-

 ical ambitions or the deployment of selected

 legalities, housing and highway vacancies
 are also positive, if mysterious, territories
 that produce not only new building sites or
 green open space as a default. High-rise
 demolitions constitute a great building proj-
 ect in and of themselves, producing not
 merely sites for the next generation of
 reformed and corrective housing stock but
 also a sobering new landscape within the
 city. Like the housing vacancies, the web of
 highways is an unknown territory that could

 be instrumental in reconditioning any site it
 touches, acting as differential or format trans-

 lator between the highways and other linear
 networks, from rivers to railroad corridors.

 Building envelope is closely tied to eco-
 nomic and logistical formulas for optimizing

 the consumption of goods or entertainment
 and can be as volatile as the market, as

 slippery as municipal tax structures, as
 subject to change as the fortunes of large

 corporations, or as ephemeral as the desires
 surrounding fashion and entertainment. A
 retailer like Wal-Mart might abandon its
 250,000-square-foot footprints because
 customers were forced to walk a half mile for

 a loaf of bread and a carton of milk. The com-

 pany would then quickly develop both an
 optimal 200,000-square-foot footprint and a
 smaller 40,000-square-foot footprint to
 absorb any stray desires for consumption.13
 For structures like resorts, hospitals, or
 stadia housed in a figural space or multistory

 building, changing technical or program-
 matic needs generate rapid cycles of obso-
 lescence. Yet, remarkably, all that is needed
 to topple a building, whether it offers
 constrained or generous dimensions, is a
 new wrinkle in consumption logistics or
 an ephemeral desire in the styling of enter-
 tainment.

 Concurrent with a more volatile ecology
 of buildings is the emergence of a new
 technique for deleting them that relies on
 their relative youth and strength. This new
 technique of implosion, which can only be
 performed on structures with at least five
 stories, works by removing lower supports,
 leaving a top-heavy structure to collapse by
 gravitational force. Perhaps not surprisingly,
 this method of subtraction was developed
 by one of the engineers who helped demol-
 ish Pruitt-lgoe and began imploding build-
 ings that very year as the founder of
 Controlled Demolition Incorporated, now a
 global company with offices and affiliates in
 major cities around the world.14 In addition
 to deleting housing, old factories, depart-
 ment stores, and obsolete equipment of the
 Cold War, GDI and other demolition experts

 remove spatial products that have rapidly
 lost their currency. As the mirror image, or

 negative engineering, of recent structural
 achievements, implosion indexes a specific
 economy of obsolescence, because only
 those buildings with height or particularly
 coherent structures respond well to its tech-

 nique of self-destruction. Often the largest
 and most expensive buildings, such as high-
 rises, sports stadia, convention centers, and
 resorts, are deleted by implosion, usually in
 less than thirty seconds.15

 CDI describes its implosions as "awesome
 public relations opportunities that would oth-
 erwise cost clients hundreds of thousands of

 dollars" and that will "create instant visibility

 for their new development projects."16 CDI
 has done effects for films like Lethal Weapon

 3, Demolition Man, and Enemy of the State,
 yet its most visible publicity has been in con-

 junction with the city of Las Vegas and devel-

 opers like Steve Wynn. The eighteenth-cen-
 tury Caribbean pirate village, part of the
 themed Treasure Island resort, ordinarily
 sinks a British frigate as the finale to its
 hourly staged gun battles. In 1993 CDI
 staged an implosion in which the cannon fire

 from pirate cast members appeared to bring
 down the whole of the Dunes Hotel across

 the street. In 1996 Las Vegas celebrated the
 New Year by imploding the Hacienda hotel
 and casino for a huge crowd and a live satel-
 lite broadcast.17

 Typical of resort aggregations around the
 world, those in Las Vegas must be able to
 schedule a program cocktail that absorbs all
 potential consumption. In Las Vegas, CDI
 imploded the Sands, Landmark, Aladdin, El
 Rancho, and Desert Inn, and it has also

 11. http://www.lvstriphistory.com/treasure.htm.

 12.Transportation rights-of-way, produced by traffic abstractions and
 shifting legal jurisdictions, can be further manipulated by the very legal
 tools that created them. The over 2 million acres of networked

 subtraction that constitute the highway system are nothing like the size
 of the 25 million acres controlled by the National Park Service and are
 perhaps more comparable to the 1 million acres of the Tennessee
 Valley Authority. Wolf, Land in America, 448.

 13. www.dmca.yale.edu/wildcards.

 14. Liss, Demolition; and Los Angeles Times, 7 Dec. 2000. Implosion
 brought down the six-hundred-room Traymore Hotel in Atlantic City,

 New Jersey, in 1972, the same year that Pruitt-lgoe fell.

 15. http://www.controlled-demolition.co.uk/index1 .html. CDI

 demolished the largest building to date: J.L. Hudson Department Store
 was 439 feet tall, 2.2 million square feet. It also demolished the tallest
 freestanding concrete structure: the Mendes Caldeira Building was 361
 feet tall. The company also demolished the longest suspension bridge,
 in 1980: the Parkersburg-Belpre Bridge in West Virginia was 2,825 feet
 long.

 16. www.cdi-uk.com/implosion.htm.

 17 http://www.controlled-demolition.com.

 "The pirates always win in Las Vegas."
 -STEVE WYNN11
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 imploded resorts from Guam to the Carib-
 bean to Dubai.18 Most of the imploded hotels

 are in their fifties, slightly older than the aver-

 age age of the imploded housing towers. In
 Las Vegas the demolished hotels are
 replaced with mega-resorts, typically with
 100,000-square-foot casinos and anywhere
 from fifteen hundred to four thousand rooms.

 These gigantic Jerde or Disney-style mega-
 resorts are among the most rapidly changing
 spatial products. Like blockbuster summer
 movies, they must not only merge resorts
 with theme parks but also generate enor-
 mous enclosures that simulate a world or an

 environment, a city or a microclimate.19 In
 Koolhaas's end-of-the-century redrawing of
 Venturi's Las Vegas figure/ ground, the vast
 expanses of parking area on the strip have
 now been filled with a new formula for

 spreading building enclosures and conglom-
 erate programs.20

 The expense, monumental size, and struc-
 tural heroics of sports arenas make them
 especially satisfying subjects of deletion.
 They represent temporary stabilizations of
 the fortunes and allegiances of ball clubs, the
 ephemeral chemistry of a new municipal tax,
 rent from a sports organization, and revenue
 from the operation of the arena itself. Upon

 completion, they are almost immediately at
 risk of obsolescence, because their large fig-
 ural space cannot simply be inflated-it
 must be broken and recast to introduce new

 arena. In some cases extra values accrue

 from perceived revitalization of older down-
 town areas. The implosion of these struc-
 tures is also a multimillion-dollar job, and
 most of the stadium projects today will be
 rebuilt for approximately $1.5 billion. Some
 cities still owe money on the buildings
 they implode.27 Yet politicians will invariably
 attach themselves to a stadium or conven-

 tion center boondoggle, and a city will invari-

 ably court sports teams who threaten to shift

 their loyalties to another city with a better
 stadium offer. The members of the architec-

 ture profession who speak about perma-
 nence and firmitas in annual meetings of the

 AIA or RIBA are also overtly harvesting work
 in this field of subtraction. All over the coun-

 try new sporting facilities are going up, built

 by firms like HOK, NBBJ, HNTB, Ellerbee
 Beckett, and HKS -names styled in the con-
 temporary patois of the acronym. By special-

 izing, these professionals bring expertise to
 the table and ensure that the game will be
 played as it was the last time.28 Yet it is the
 improbability of this gamble with subtraction,

 its comedic stakes, and its leveraging power
 that makes it a potentially penetrable tool of
 urbanism.

 The implosion of the Desert Inn in October
 2001 was a bit more somber than some of

 the previous Vegas events, in part because of

 March 2000. The thirty-two-year-old Houlihan Stadium in Tampa was
 tom down in 1999. A raffle winner pushed the button to detonate,
 Tampa Tribune, 12 April 1999. Exhibition Stadium in Toronto was also
 demolished in 1999, Toronto Sun, 19 Feb. 1999. The Three Rivers
 Stadium, home of the Steelers and the Pirates, was thirty years old and
 cost $36 million to build. It was demolished in February 2001 after a
 new $284 million stadium for the Steelers was built just 80 feet from it,
 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 16 Feb. 2001; New York Times, 12 Feb.
 2001; New York Times, 28 Jan. 2001.

 23. The "dome" was composed of twenty double-ribbed arches
 pressing against each other, all supported on a grid of columns.
 Baltimore Sun, 20 March 2000.

 24. Los Angeles Times, 26 March 2000.

 25. Pittsburgh has imploded many things, including its 131,000-square-
 foot twenty-year-old convention center, which will be replaced by a 1.6
 million-square-foot facility costing $324 million. The design was
 incompatible with the new convention center designed by Rafael
 Vinoly. Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 12 June 2001 and 2 July 2001. The
 twenty-five-year-old Omni Coliseum was demolished in Atlanta in 1997.
 Atlanta Constitution, 27 July 1997.

 26. Los Angeles Times, 19 May 2000.

 18. Ibid. CDI has demolished several resorts in the Bahamas, including
 the Pirates Cove Holiday Inn, the Fort Montague Beach Hotel, the
 Emeralds Beach Hotel, and the Atlantic Beach Resort. The Barbados
 Hilton, the Royal Palm Resort in Guam, and the Beirut Beach Hotel are
 among the company's other implosions. CDI also imploded the
 Chicago Beach Hotel in Dubai, a 1,000-foot-tall futuristic structure next
 to yet another mirror-tiled high-rise building. www.cdi-uk.com/

 implosion.htm; and www.controlled-demolition.com.

 19. The Bellagio, a mega-resort costing $1.6 billion, replaced the
 Dunes. A convention center costing $2 billion replaced the Landmark
 Hotel, which was imploded in 1995. The $2 billion Venetian resort
 replaced the Sands, razed in 1996. The Mandalay Bay mega-resort
 replaced the Hacienda. Two hotel casinos with a shipping complex
 called Desert Passages replaced the Aladdin, imploded in 1998. In
 October 2000, El Rancho was imploded (not by CDI) to make way for
 condominiums. In October 2001, the Desert Inn was imploded to make
 way for Le Reve, a 2,455-room hotel to be completed in 2004 at a cost
 of $1.6 billion. John Villani, "On a Roll: In Las Vegas, the Casino-Resort
 Concept is Reaching New Heights," Urban Land 59, 3 (2000), 42-45,
 91; http://www.lvstriphistory.com/treasure.htm.

 20. Rem Koolhaas et al., Mutations (Barcelona: ACTAR, 2001).

 21. Los Angeles Times, 23 March 1998.

 22. Houston's Astrodome, Denver's McNichols sports arena, Tampa's
 Houlihan Stadium, Toronto's Exhibition Stadium, and Pittsburgh's
 Three Rivers Stadium are among those abandoned or deleted,
 Houston's Astrodome, opened in 1965, is being abandoned. Denver's
 McNichols sports arena was torn down in 2000, Los Angeles Times, 26

 27. Los Angeles Times, 26 March 2000.

 28. "Downtowns Get a Sporting Chance," Urban Land 58, 5 (1999).
 Some architects, among them Peter Eisenman, have teamed up with
 these firms on projects for sports arenas.  87

 Disneyland's Grand Hotel was imploded
 in April 1998. One of the spectators,
 wishing to expose her son to the "E-
 Ticket" experience, said, "I don't want
 him always to see everything on the
 screen at home. It's not the same. I want

 him to have real experiences. I would
 really have liked to get him close enough
 to feel the air currents, to have some dust
 settle on his head."2
 capacity or program. However massive the
 construction, and although structurally built
 to stand for hundreds of years, some stadia
 are torn down in just over twenty years.22
 When it was built in 1976, Seattle's King-
 dome exhibited especially ingenious feats of
 engineering and was made to last for hun-
 dreds of years.23 Its implosion in 2000, like
 most of the others, was a live urban specta-
 cle as well as a media event. In Microsoft's 3-

 D-enhanced cyber-coverage of the implo-
 sion, chunks of concrete and dust appeared
 to fly toward the viewer, who was able to
 repeatedly reactivate the implosion with
 a mouse click on the dome.24

 Despite its perversity and expense, obso-
 lescence in large public-works projects
 produces a harvest of jobs, revenue, and
 campaigning power that are boilerplate
 ingredients in municipal politics. Convention
 centers and malls join the list of demolition
 subjects, demolished at an even younger
 age than housing towers or stadia.25 A
 twenty-year-old mall in Pasa-dena fell to the

 ground while broadcasting Also Sprach
 Zarathustra and releasing a flock of doves.26

 An arena imploded today might have cost
 $500 million when it was built, with $200 mil-

 lion contributed by the sports organizations
 and $30 million per year recouped by the city
 in tax revenues from the operation of the
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 the startling similarity between these staged
 implosions and the implosion of the World
 Trade Center.32 Both produced the same
 cloud of fine dust and the same scenes of

 instantaneous destruction. The implosion
 technique, unlike demolition, also seemed to
 inspire, in both cases, sentiments associated
 with internal destruction, suicide, or death by
 natural causes.33 Moreover, even before
 September 11, CDI often emphasized the
 patriotic content of its work, merging with the

 war heroes, policemen, and emergency
 workers who attend to these crises. It

 imploded what remained of Oklahoma City's
 Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, a true
 domestic suicide, and continues to implode
 Cold War installations like Scud missile

 launchers and Russian radio towers in east-

 ern Europe.34
 As televised, most Cold War battles did

 not provide the same satisfying sense of
 destruction as all those since the Persian

 Gulf War. With the advent of smart bombs,

 bombs that theoretically cause damage only
 to buildings without harming civilians, Amer-

 ica rediscovered the power of buildings as
 spectacular targets. There had been plenty of
 destruction in Afghanistan, for instance,
 during the Cold War, but none of it fought in

 the new old-fashioned way, with military
 brass standing in front of videotape at a press
 conference. All of America's secondhand

 destruction of Kabul went unattributed, and

 although the United States had previously
 contributed to the destruction of so much of

 that city, when forces arrived there to retaliate

 for September 11, there was nothing much
 left to destroy. The bewildered military dis-

 pensed with its building targets inside of two
 weeks, unable to outdo the televised destruc-

 tion of the WTC by its now media-savvy pro-

 teges in the Al Qaeda network.

 In Kabul twenty years of gradual attrition
 has erased layer after layer of physical and
 cultural strata. Afghanistan's history of inva-

 sions has generated a complex tribal com-
 position that continually thwarts efforts to
 create cohesive national sovereignty. Kabul
 was a pawn in Europe's Great Game to con-
 trol the subcontinent by taking turns captur-

 ing each other's territory and erasing one
 another's evidence of sovereignty. During the

 Cold War era, the CIA helped resurrect the
 ancient notion of jihad to incite opposition
 groups like the Mujaheddin to repel Soviet
 invasions, and Kabul attracted a good deal
 of this aggression. Sixteen years of war had
 already erased Kabul's cultural luxuries as a
 modern Western city of diplomats and uni-
 versities. The Taliban's standoff with the

 Northern Alliance lasted long enough to dis-
 integrate even more of its physical fabric.
 Subtraction was also, for the Taliban, a tech-

 nique to induce cultural amnesia, as evi-
 denced by the deletion of the Bamiyan Bud-
 dhas. At the end of fighting in 2002, Kabul
 was almost completely in ruins, as if it had
 been the victim of a natural disaster, or as if

 succumbing to the country's constitutional
 tendency toward debilitating conflict. It
 seemed to be returning entropically to the
 mountains and dust storms of the surround-

 ing countryside. Like the peculiar game of
 monopoly that funds subtractions of stadia
 and coliseums only to rebuild them for more
 money, only a fraction of the money spent to

 destroy Kabul will be used to rebuild it.

 Cities are not only targets and remnants of
 the subtractive fields of warfare but also

 active adversaries in its organization, with
 the power to resist, elude, aggress, or even
 self-destruct. The city is always a challeng-

 ing opponent, and to the degree that its
 resilience always signals tolerance, diversity,
 contradictory information, and intelligence, it

 must be crushed by a totalitarian regime or a
 more conservative faction accustomed to

 being in power. Bucharest, Beirut, Sarajevo,
 Belgrade, Dili, Kabul, and New York are all
 cities whose urbanity made them adver-
 saries as well as targets. Unlike the other
 cities, New York was not under siege for
 days, months, or years, and the almost
 instantaneous deletion of the World Trade

 Center returned the story to the United
 States. Like the Pruitt-lgoe housing towers,
 whose destruction coincided with the

 inauguration of the World, Trade Center,
 the organization of the twin towers was so
 singular, so impossible to partition, so reliant
 on a central serial core that any negative
 influence potentially initiated an epidemic or
 an avalanche. With no means to dissipate
 disturbance, the reductive organization only

 escalated the power of these negative influ-
 ences. Since after impact all visible traces of
 an alien force immediately disintegrated, the
 towers' self-destruction seemed almost like a

 suicide, an internal collapse of a friable struc-
 ture rather than a detonation from an outside

 force. Domestically, the collapse of the World

 Trade Center merged the pyrotechnics of
 warfare from the Defense Department, Holly-

 wood, and the increasingly common urban
 spectacles of implosion.

 If bombs and dynamite provide the hard-
 ware of subtraction, the software of these

 deletions is often hiding in the folds of legali-

 ties and political dogmas. The failures and
 false logics of social programs are sanc-
 tioned forms of aggression even when under
 the guise of liberal reform, as in the case of
 American high-rise housing. A battery of

 29. http://www.lvrj.com/lvrj_home/news/packages/di/implosion.html.

 30. Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 27 July 1997. The Omni was a
 convention center in Atlanta.

 31. http://www.physics.nwu.edu/classes/2001Spring/135-1/
 Projects/7/dpgsite3. htm.

 32. Villani, "On a Roll"; http://www.lvstriphistory.com/treasure.htm.

 33. Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 27 July 1997.

 34. CDI imploded an SS-25 foundation pad in Belarus for the Nuclear
 Defense Agency, destroyed a Scud missile system in Warsaw, another

 in Bucharest, and a rocket facility in Cape Town, South Africa. For the
 Department of Defense and the Army Corps of Engineers, the
 company imploded a Russian radar facility in Skrunda, Latvia, for
 which it brought down a nineteen-story, 300-foot-tall receiver building,

 and an eight-story 800,000-square-foot transmitter building.
 http://www.timberline.com/products/stories/cdi.htm;

 http://www.controlled-demolition.com/wrecking.html; and
 correspondence with Stacy Loizeau on 2 Nov. 2001.
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 "Little specks of the Desert Inn are blowing everywhere... Even
 though the tower is gone, bits of it will be left all along the Strip."
 -ONLOOKER PRESENT AT THE IMPLOSION OF THE DESERT INN.29

 The Omni didn't linger. Its death was quick, loud, and dusty.30

 For the Loizeaux brothers, demolition is not their only job; in their
 spare time, the brothers play terrorists for the military, in the
 military's efforts to design terrorist- and bomb-proof buildings.31
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 11IM16.

 -- Jenin Battle Site, West Bank, April 2002

 tions, thus reducing the possibility that a
 Palestinian could legally own property. Given
 this difficulty, many Paiestinians build illegal

 i~ structures that are then targeted for demoli-
 tion. Since the war between Israel and the

 f ;? ^teyv ^S Palestinians is also fought with population
 ,^, ^ ...... statistics designed to support claims of

 sovereignty, houses near sites of possible

 ... .^......t < expansion for Israeli settlements are likely
 '"~,4.'~?., !" targets of demolition. Laws also sanction the

 r'r'^Hlll^B i _ demolition of dwellings associated with any
 firearms or bombs that have been involved

 in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.36 Since

 suicide bombs retaliate against these demo-
 ,iS ,l. litions, the selective, piecemeal subtraction

 is a self-perpetuating ongoing exchange of

 r*;ifc;B^ +.>- destruction. Similarly, the 1992 demolition
 of the Babri mosque in Ayodhya, India, by

 5'":?lZ ^^! Hindu protesters, was the deletion of a rival
 religion and a usurping of the site for a new
 temple that has become an important plank

 ;j,;,[^^ in the BJP's political platform. This violent
 form of site preparation and assumption has
 already incited retaliations.37

 Some cataclysmic events of warfare and
 natural disaster delete so abruptly that
 sorrow, relief, and restoration rush in to fill

 the void, whereas other disasters, despite
 their destruction, are simply deleted from

 (L^^^E R ^^ttfi cultural memory. The 1995 Kobe earthquake
 g policy that restricts subtracted a space 20 kilometers long and 2
 3aza, East Jerusalem, kilometers wide, leaving fifty-five hundred
 iile also demolishing people dead and sixty-four hundred struc-
 ; illegal. Palestinians tures destroyed. The rapidity and innovation
 i permit, but permits of the rebuilding effort surpassed all expec-
 ;times as much as tations, suggesting that the work may be
 limited number are inspired not only by the passion of loss but
 i be denied a permit also by the sense that obstacles to long-
 legal ownership, yet awaited plans had been dislodged or
 tinued land registra- erased.41 Catastrophes like those in Cher-

 119, dating back to 1945, also allows for the demolition of any building
 from which "any firearm has been illegally discharged, or any bomb,
 grenade or explosive or incendiary article illegally thrown." The human
 rights group B'Tselem estimates that between 1987 and 1997, 449
 houses were demolished, 62 partially demolished, 296 completely
 sealed, and 118 partially sealed, as punishments for aggression.
 According to one estimate, ten thousand people were rendered
 homeless by these demolitions.

 37. The demolition was led by Hindu activists in the nationalist
 Bharatiya Janata Party and the World Hindu Council party; CNN, 28
 Feb. 2002.

 %A ..w .. , . i
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 legal restrictions constructed to disenfran- implemented a housi
 chise a population through its housing or its Palestinian building ir
 land is a long-standing technique of piracy and the West Bank X
 conducted by calm magistrates all over the homes deemed to t
 world who wish to erase the identity of a cannot build withoul
 competitor that threatens their purity or are expensive, son
 sovereignty. The properties of Jews and $2,500, and only s
 Muslims have been seized or Aryanized in issued. One may al,
 European purges throughout history.35 Simi- if unable to establis
 larly, for the last three decades, Israel has in 1968 Israel disco

 35. New York Times, 7 March 2002. All over Europe during World War
 II, Jewish property was redesignated as a technique of profiteering and
 as just one means of erasing a profile of legal documentation for an
 individual. In Nazi Vienna, for instance, housing stock, offices, even
 tourist attractions like the Ferris wheel at the Prater were seized from

 the Jews and "Aryanized."

 36. http://www.btselem.org/English/House_Demolitions/Statistics.asp;
 http://www.salam.org/palestine/housing.html. Various human rights
 groups attempt to collect data about the numbers of demolitions of
 illegal homes and other structures, and although the numbers may
 vary, one tally for East Jerusalem from 1987 to 2002 is 662 structures.
 The tally for the West Bank and Gaza is 1,939 structures. Regulation
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 "When the U.N. meets to usher in yet another century, will the
 Maldives and other low-lying island nations be represented
 here?"
 -MAUMOON ABDUL GAYMOOM, PRESIDENT OF THE MALDIVES, WITH THIRTY SECONDS LEFT TO SPEAK AT THE UNITED
 NATIONS CONFERENCE ON THE MILLENNIUM, POLITELY REMINDED ALL OF THE OTHER COUNTRIES ABOUT THE REALITY
 FACING HIS SINKING ISLANDS38

 "The field of ruin is a mile in width, bounded by the lake on one
 side and mainly by a branch of the river on the other, and four
 miles in length, thus being as large as half of New York City from
 the Battery to the Central Park, or as the whole of the peninsula
 of Boston. The houses burned set ten feet apart would form a
 row over a hundred miles in length. I judge that more than a third
 of the roof-space and fully half of floor space of the city, the
 population of which was 330,000, was destroyed."
 -FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED ON THE AFTERMATH OF THE CHICAGO FIRE39

 nobyl or Bhopal, however, are treated as if
 they were natural disasters rather than a kind
 of insidious or accidental warfare against a
 population deemed expendable. These envi-
 ronmental disasters may be especially cruel,
 since they do not register their effects on a
 city or a landmark and require no long-stand-

 ing effort to rebuild.

 In response to subtraction, architects are
 typically prepared with a disaster plan,
 one that, in the tradition of the tabula rasa,

 suggests the construction of their own
 magnificent idea, usually a restorative or
 corrective plan. For some the void is only a
 building site. Other self-appointed architect-
 pirates of subtraction, like those in the Earth
 Liberation Front, counter subtraction with

 subtraction. As habitats and species disap-
 pear and islands sink into the ocean, ELF
 battles in one theater of that environmental

 war, inflicting hundreds of thousands of
 dollars worth of corrective damage on subur-

 bia by burning or defacing homes.42 Other
 architects are able to see, even in disaster,

 the production of a new and unknown site.
 Frederick Law Olmsted's descriptions of the
 aftermath of the 1871 Chicago fire are

 remarkable in that they do not begin with the

 desire to restore or usher in a new system of

 urban parks. Rather, they simply measure
 the space of the subtraction, evaluating
 its constituent parts and cross-referencing
 the section it cut through social classes and
 differentiated enterprises in the city. While a

 cry to rebuild would only restore existing
 information, Olmsted permitted the new
 information introduced by loss.43

 The desire to remain intact, to reduce or

 preserve existing ihformation and eliminate
 evidence that contradicts the prevailing
 power or threatens its security, may be the
 greatest violence. Subtractions and reac-
 tions to subtraction both potentially reflect
 this motive, however gentle or preserving the
 tone of the rhetoric. There are so many
 species of subtraction, each with different
 causes or motives and each resulting in very
 different harvests. Some subtractions erase

 information, some release a flood of inform-

 ation and association. Some gradually
 recondition a space, whereas some deliver
 debilitating attrition. Some provide resis-
 tance or relief, whereas others crush resist-

 ance, insurgency, or diversity. Subtraction

 may be one of the primary activities of build-

 ing and making space, and its field of dele-
 tion is not an example of architecture in fail-

 ure, architecture without permanence and
 therefore without worth. Just as one would

 cultivate crops or use one microorganism to
 counteract another, subtraction may be a
 productive technique for changing not only
 the shape but the constitution of space.
 Architects might view the phenomenon of
 subtraction as an operative of practice rather

 than as a by-product of destructive forces. It
 is both a tool and a new territory. Whether
 part of a violent or gentle ecology, subtrac-
 tion can be growth.

 "Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall."
 -PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN, 12 JUNE 1987, IN BERLIN

 "Build it and we will burn it."
 -EARTH LIBERATION FRONT40

 41. George Horwich, "Economic Lessons of the Kobe Earthquake,"
 Economic Development and Cultural Change 48, 3 (2000), 521-42.

 42. http://www.emagazine.com/may-june_2001/0501curr_elf.html.

 43. Olmstead, "Chicago in Distress."

 38. New York Times, 7 Sep. 2000.

 39. Frederick Law Olmsted, "Chicago in Distress," Nation, 8 Nov. 1871,
 302-5.

 40. http://www.emagazine.com/may-june_2001/0501 curr_elf.html.
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